
1. Needs assessment and  
identification  

The p2p process starts by assessing the need  
of a lacking resource that must be  

purchased from a supplier. 

2. Validation of needs by 
purchasing 

Purchasing can easily confirm  
or add to the needed resources  

in a workflow illustrated  
in SAP.

5. Receipt and processing  
of the invoice 

Using invoiceLINE, your incoming  
invoices are digitalised in SAP  

and automatically linked  
to the order. 

6. Processing of incoming  
dunning letters 

Incoming dunning letters are automatically 
processed with dunningLINE and tied to 

the corresponding invoice.  

3. Offer receipt and automatic  
processing

Incoming offers are recorded with offeringLINE and  
automatically allocated to the corresponding request.  

The SAP add-on for online VAT-ID check  
automatically examines the VAT identification  

number of your new suppliers. 

4. Order and processing of order  
confirmations

Incoming order confirmations are automatically transfer-
red to your SAP system with confirmationLINE and  

linked to the corresponding order. A sleeker  
alternative is the SAP add-on for automatic order  

confirmations via AIF. 
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From purchase to paying your invoice



Your benefits from the p2pPROCESS
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With the p2pPROCESS by flowDOCS, you can digitalise your p2p process from the needs 
assessment to the receipt of invoices (or dunning letters) and fully illustrate it in your  
SAP system. 

Increased transparency  
Digitalising your entire p2p 

process, you gain  
significantly higher  

transparency. 

Comprehensive process 
You gain a comprehensive 
process that is fully integ-
rated into SAP – from the 

needs assessment to inco-
ming dunning letters. 

Accelerated processes 
The automation of processes 

allows your staff to  
collaborate more efficiently 

and faster.

Competitive advantage 
You can respond faster  
to legal changes and  
collaborate flexibly  
both internally and  

externally. 

Directly in your SAP system 
Everything is directly integrated  
into your SAP systems, which  
means no media interruptions  
or interfaces that slow down  

your processes.

Fewer errors 
Your staff are guided 

through the processes, 
which results in fewer  

mistakes. 

Full automation. Simple workflows. Accelerated processes.


